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Some secrets are worth protecting...Tension is mounting in the rift. With the situation dire, Wil is

tasked to train a group of twenty young men to serve as his officers--collectively, the Primus Elites.

He has five years to raise them to full Agents, and he&apos;ll need every minute. Training alongside

them, and with Saera at his side, Wil still needs to master simultaneous observation. But, the closer

he gets to achieving the feat, the more likely the Aesir will come to test him--to see if he&apos;s

worthy of the Cadicle title bestowed on him at conception. If he can survive their test, he&apos;ll

finally uncover the truth the Priesthood has gone to such great lengths to hide.Web of Truth is the

fourth installment in the Cadicle series. This character-driven novel with action, romance, and

intrigue reveals the true nature of the war as Wil learns the secrets behind the Bakzen&apos;s

origins.
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Web of Truth can only be described as one heck of an addition to the Cadicle series. As the title

suggests we finally unearth the lies the Priesthood have woven around the truth in a rather

spectacular way. My hopelessly romantic heart was touched to the max as finally Wil and Saera

finally tie the knot - I just love a good wedding (gushing at this point) and I totally could have done

with the whole holo kit when it came to designing my own wedding dress, thus deferring the whole

trying on endless gowns and the endless fittings, lol. I continue to enjoy Amy's wonderful and

engrossing story that is soap opera at its best - great characters, political intrigue, family secrets, an

enemy bent on pay back for perceived and valid injustices, esoteric and existentianial matters, and

racial evolution - the Cadicle series has it all. I am now looking forward to the next in series.

I love this series despite it's limitations. The characters are well developed. However, they are

unrealistic. Those with virtuous characters are seemingly incorruptible and saintly while villains are

seemingly irredeemable and incapable of acting ethically--even within some twisted framework in

which evil deeds are considered praiseworthy. Still, I have avidly devoured each book in the series

because the author has created a consistent and believable technological universe in which Terran

society has flourished for tens of thousands of years. I highly recommend the series.

This installment in 5he acadicle series was all about relationships. It skillfully navigates the ins and

outs of family ties, which can either build up or take down. It is also a exposition on how hope plays

such a large part in attitudes about what will be.

Excellent storyline. Totally hooked. Can't wait to get the next book in the series! Not into war too

much, but can't wait to see what happens with Wil when the war starts...or will he refuse to fight it?

Great suspense:-)

Have read all four this week. Fast moving, exciting, interesting characters and good plot. Not alot of

space "tech". More about character development. Getting ready to dowload five.

Outstanding plot. One of those books you stay up until the wee hours of the morning to finish.

DuBoff finally has her muscles in storytelling in book 4. Better flow, good action, dialog more

believable/realistic and not overburdened with angst. Worth moving on to the next installment.



There are few writers that have grabbed my attention this well Heinlen, Asminov and others. I hope

to read more of her work in the future.
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